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ABSTRACT 

A hypothetical hydrogenation catalyst consisting of porous, catalytically active particles embedded with metal 
hydride powder was evaluated. The metal hydride provides temporarily additional hydrogen if the mass transfer rate of 
the hydrogen to the internal of the particle is not sufficient. A numerical mode1 was developed to describe the 
hydrogenation of components in the liquid phase of a batch reactor. With this model two different reaction schemes 
were simulated. The first showed that the average hydrogen concentration increases with a metal hydride inside the 
catalyst particles. A reduction of byproduct formation and an increase in selectivity could be realized. The next 
system was the hydrogenation of succinonitril. Undesired products are oligomers and cyclic compounds, which are 
formed in the centm of the particle in the absence of hydrogen. The formation of these products is suppressed when a 
metal hydride is present. Another advantage is that the process can now be operated under more favorable conditions 
(lower pressure and higher initial succinonitril concentration) without significantly affecting the selectivities and 
byproduct formation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The last few decades a number of metal alloys (e.g. FeTi. Mg2Ni and LaNi5_,Yx with Y = Al, Cu. Fe, Ti etc.) 
have been discovered which are able to absorb large amounts of hydrogen reversibly by forming ternary metal 
hydrides. Many applications are based on the ability of hydride formation. The alloys can be employed in hydrogen 
storage units (Snape and Lynch, 1980) and in heat pumps (van Ma1 and Miedema. 1978). When these materials are 
suspended in an inert liquid, it is possible to use them in a continuous hydrogen recovery process, as was shown by 
Holstvoogd et al. (1989). Metal hydrides are also active as hydrogenation or dehydrogenation catalysts (e.g. Soga 
et al., 1979. Imamoto e& al.. 1987 and Imamura et al.. 1986). They recognized that metal hydrides do not only 
catalyze the reactions, but also supply the required hydrogen. A survey on metal hydride properties is given by e.g. 
Reilly er al. (1977). 

Generally, metal hydrides are massive particles and have a small surface area as compared to porous industrial 
catalysts like Raney nickel or palladium on a carrier. When a fast reaction is carried out in a porous catalyst, tfre 
concentration of hydrogen can be very low in the centre of the particle and in some processes undesired side reactions 
become mom important at a low hydrogen concentration. Combining the storage capacity of metal hydrides with the 
high activity of porous catalysts seems therefore very advantageous. In the present study a metal hydride is 
employed as hydrogen carrier inside porous catalyst particles. The particle itself contains active sites for the 
hydrogenation reaction, the provision of extra hydrogen by the hydride takes place if the mass transfer rate of 
hydrogen is not sufficient. In this study no altention was paid to the actual preparation of the catalyst. It was 
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assumed that catalyst particles with a diameter of 3 mm can be prepared, containing 10 volume percent 
homogeneously distributed metal hydride powder. A batch reactor has been simulated with such type of catalyst 
particles and the influence of the metal hydride has been evaluated. 

MODEL DE!KRIPTlON 

The model description for a batch reactor include the following phenomena: 
- mass transfer from the gas to the liquid phase (only hydrogen) and from the liquid to the catalyst particles; 
- diffusion inside the particles according to Ficlc’s law. 

If it is assumed that: 
- the gas phase mass transfer resistance of hydrogen can be neglecred; 
- the slurry (both liquid and solids) is ideally mixed and the reactor is isothermal; 
- Henry’s law can be applied to calculate the hydrogen concentration at the gas/liquid interface; 
- all catalyst particles arc identical and perfectly spherical; 
- the catalytic activity of the metal hydrides can be negIected when compared with the porous catalyst, 

the mass balances (macro) for component i and hydrogen in the liquid bulk with concentration Ci and CHg. 
respectively, can be written as: 

dC. 
1 = -kS,i as(Ci - Ci(R)) 
dt 

(2) 

The concentration on the outer surface of the particles Ci(H) can be found by solving these equations 
simultaneously with mass balances (micro) for the particles, e.g.. for a spherical particle: 

& 
aC&r) 

C-T- 
=D 

1 a tr2 Xi(r) 

i&f 7 a7 T)+Ri (31 

The macro and micro balances for each component are coupled with the condition that the molar flux to the 
boundary of the particle should be identical to the flux into the particle: 

Besides the hydrogen consumption terms, the reaCtiOn radte RHO also contains an additional term which accounts for 
the amount of hydrogen that is absorbed or desorbed by the hydride. Desorption takes place until the hydride is 
empty and therefore an instationary balance is required for the amount of hydrogen inside the metal hydride particles: 

Instead of the hydrogen concentration in the hydride (CHg,t+& the hydride capacity F is used. Substitution in eqn. 
5 gives: 

%y&%dr dF 
2Mhy& dt 

- = - k,+ ( cHp,q - cq(r)) Ec (6) 

The rate COnSant khydr is a function of F. When the hydride is fully loaded, khy& is zero as long as the hydrogen 
concentration is ahove the equilibrium concentration (no more absorption can take place). The lrhy& also becomes 
zem when capacity is zero. Mathematically this can be expressed as: 

khydr = 0 whenF=0 and CHg < CH2,eq 
when F 3: Fmax and CH2 ’ CH2eq 

The boundary conditions for the differential equations are: 
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t=O CA =cqo C,(r) = 0 

%= Cyt(r)=mCHTPu p(r) =Pmm 

5 = Ci(r) = 0 

r= 
ac i<‘> 

0 ‘--lo r = R khi( Ci - C&R)) = IDi,_ ?$?lr=R (7) 

This set of equations has been solved numerically with a similar method as presented by Comelisse cl al. (1980). 

RESULTS 

With the presented modeI two reaction schemes were simuiatcd: a simple reaction system with two eel reactions 
and the hydrogenation of succinonitril. The effect of metal hydrides in the catalyst particles was evaluated by 
comparing the maximum achievable selectivity with and without the use of a hydride (at about 99.9 % conversion). 
The conversion of reactant A and selectivity of product i are defined as: 

where n is the sum of the total number of moles in the liquid bulk and in the pores of the catalyst particles. In order 
to be able to solve the reactor model, a number of Parameters is required: 

- reactor variables (as, k 
s.i’ k,a) - metal hydride parameters (a 

hydr 
, kh 

ydr’ ‘hw’ ‘eq’ 

- physical constants (D. mH ) - catalyst variables (a,, z. 

- process variables (PH 
2 

, Tr, g, d 
. 

Table 1 lists the reactor variables (set to a fixed value) and metal hydride Parameters. 

rate constants, d 
2 

Table 1. Reactor and metal 
hydride parameters 

GlO.1 -sham 
me4alhydrids %=’ lb Eidav~ a al. <1%9) 

l&as. own 
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Table 2. Model parameters for the 
simple reaction system 

kimtic 
kI = l.lO-‘m3/mol_r += 1.1631t% 

m cg=o.5 r=zs d,,=3mm 

‘% =3obw Tr=333K 

tzziz.n 
CkO = limo mold 

c&#,o=%.7mDVm3 

The reaction scheme which was first studied consists of two parallel reactions: A + H2 + P and A + l/2 X. The 
fast reaction is fast or&r both in reactant A and hydrogen, whereas the second reaction is first order in A and zeroth 
order in hydrogen. The physical constants, kinetic parameters and process variables are listed in Table 2. Although 
typical for hydrogenation reactions, these constanta do not iefer to a reaI system, they are chosen to illus~ the 
effect of a metal hydride on the formation of the two products P and X. Wgtne 1 gives concentration profiles for all 
components in the particle at t = 6 minutes, la without and lb with LaNis (Pett 5: 27.5 bar at 373 K). 
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Fig. la and Ib. Concentration profiles in the particle for the simple system. 

Without the metal hydride the concentration of hydrogen is zero in the centre of the particle during a period where 
the conversion of A changes from about 15 to 75 %. Since in that period the hydrogen concentration is below the 
hydrogen equilibrium concentration (CH~,& of the metal hydride, the hydride is able to provide additional hydrogen. 
resulting in an increased hydrogen concentration. With the conventional catalyst (without LaNiS). a considerable 
amount of X is produced in the centre of the particle as long as the hydrogen concentration approaches a vaiue zero. 
This is demonstrated by plotting the concentration of X versus time at three different locations in the catalyst 
particle, again without and with LaNiS (Fig. 2a and 2b). 

1s.o ID.0 0.0 a.0 m.m 
I- *- 

min nin 

Fig. 2a and 2b. Concentration profiles of X at different r/R for the simple system. 

Since the selectivities are directly influenced by the hydrogen concentration, it is to be expected that a higher 
equilibrium pressure of the metal hydride and consequently a higher average hydrogen concentration will give a 
higher selectivity towards product P. Figure 3 shows the influence of the equilibrium pressure on the selectivity 
towards both products. Indeed a selectivity increase from 92.1 to 98.6 96 for P can be achieved if IaNiS is used in 
the catalyst particle. 

1 

ap 

Fig. 3. Overall selectivities towards P and X at several equilibrium pressures. 

From these simulations can be concluded that in this system the metal hydride desorbs hydrogen during most of the 
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conversion of A, resulting in a higher average hydrogen concentration. This has an influence on the selectivity 
towards P (increased). Although the effect is dependent on the choice of the kinetic constants and reactor and process 
variables, the principle will remain the same for comparable systems. 

J-Iydwnation of Succinonitril 

The hydrogenation of dinitrils to diamines is of practical importance, since the diamines are used as monomer for 
the production of nylons. Especially the hydrogenation of adiponitril has been investigated extensively. The reaction 
is usually thought to proceed via intermediate, very reactive imines mylander, 1979). Mares et OZ. (1988) gave a 
complete reaction scheme, including the formation of several byproducts (Fig. 4). Byproducts formation can be kept 
low if a good catalyst and solvent are used (Rylander, 1979). It is thought that the dimers and higher oligomers 
accumulate to some extend in the catalyst particles where they eventually alter the catalyst surface and. by that, the 
kinetic properties. Much more undesired material is produced then. The effect a metal hydride has on this reaction 
system was again evaluated by simulations with and without a hydride in the catalyst particles. First, a brief 
formulation of the kinetic expressions is given. 

A : NC(CH&IN 

1, : HN=CH(CH#N 

II : Hp(CH2),CN 

I2 : Hp(CH2)fH=NH 

P : HJWH,)~NH, 

I2 - II , (CH21iCN 

Hz % 
1 

D: HN 
’ ~-(CH2)2-CN 

P NH2 

Fig. 4. Reaction scheme for the succinonitril hydrogenation. 

The hydrogenation of the imines in Fig. 4 is very fast as compared to the formation reaction of the imines, 
consequently, the rate of the reactions to 3 and P are limited by the first step. Applying a steady state 
approximation for the imines yields: 

kl ??I4 

k2%2 + kZ% 

k3eBeH 
e, = 8, = 

2 (9) 

1 2 k49, 
2 

+ kg 

The surface coverage 8i was calculated according to a Langmuir-Hinshelwood relation, adsorption of P. R and D on 
the surface was assumed to be negligible. This gives for A: 

9,= KACA (10) 
l+K&+K&+K “CH 

Hz 2 

Assuming that k+B cc k+& and k6 -Z-C k4@42 leads to the following reaction scheme and rate equations: 
* 

A+2H2 +B 
R = klBAe% 

k; = k, 

B+2H, +P 

B +R R = k& 

R = k&e, 
2 

A+B +D 

CES 47: lII/lCPP 

R = k;B,9, (11) 
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Using these kinetic expressions implies that the surface coverage is in equilibrium with the concentration just above 
the surface inside the pores. The physical and kinetic constants and the process variables which have been used for 
the simulations are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Model parameters for the succinonitril hydrogenation 
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Figure 5 shows that the hydrogen concentration is zero in the central part of the catalyst in the case without LaNis. 
With LaNis the hydrogen concentration remains on the equilibrium concentration, resulting in a suppression of the 
byptoduct formation. 
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Fig. Sa and 5b. Concentration profiles in the particle for the succinonitril hydrogenation. 

The effect of the equilibrium pressure on the maximum concentration of R and D is illustrated in Fig. 6, the overall 
selectivities appear to remain almost unchanged when a hydride is present in the catalyst particles. 
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Fig. 6. Maximum achieved concentration of R and D. 

It is clear that the effect of a hydride in this reaction system is quite different from the previous system: a low 
equilibrium pressure already has a huge influence on the maximum concentration of the byproducts, whereas the 
overall selectivities ate almost unchanged. Moreover. increasing the equilibrium pressure above about 10 bar no 
longer m the byproduct formation significantly. 
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These phenomena can be explained if the kinetics of this reaction scheme are examined. The ratio of the reaction 
rates from B to R and P is only dependent on 0~2 and is depicted in Fig_ 7 for hue different vah~es of CA and CB_ 

Fig. 7. RB_,@B+P at lwo locations in the particle. 

In the centre of the particle both concentrations are almost zero. at r/R = 0.5 they are about 10 and 5 mol/m3 
respectively. Only at very low hydrogen concentrations 8~2 bccomea small. reauking in a sharp incrcasc of 
RB_,R/RB+P. At an equilibrium pressure of 1 bar the equilibrium concentration is 6.5 moVm3. the rate ratio is 
then already almost minimal (= k3*/kz’ at et-42 = 1). Increasing the equilibrium pressure above IO bar (CHAT B 65 
mol/m3) has no longer effect on RB+R/RB+P- This explains why using a metal hydride with a higher Pq hardly 
has any effect on the maximum concentration of R and D. 

The metal hydrides are active as additional hydrogen supply as long aa CH~ < CHZ,~ During that period the 
average hydrogen concentration is higher when a hydride is present in the catalyst particles. As the reaction proceeds. 
the transport rate of hydrogen into the particle is fast enough to meet with the deniand for hydrogen and the 
hydrogen concentration increases again. However, the metal hydride starts to absorb hydrogen when CHZ B CHZ- 
and the hydrogen concentration is still kept on Q-Q,- until the hydride is fully loaded. Obviously, the desorption 
followed by the absorption of the hydride averages completely in this case. There is overall almost no effect on the 
average hydrogen concentmtion nor on the overall selectivities. 

The hyhgen pressure and initial succinonitril concentration which have been used for the simulations up until now 
can bc found in industry. They are an optimum between operating costs, selectivity and reaction time. Increasing the 
initial succinonitril concentration or decreasing the hydrogen prtssure would economically be attractive, but both 
cause a lower selectivity towards the desired product. Figure 8a gives the maximum concentrations of R and D at 
different hydrogen pressures both with and without LaNis. whereas Fig. 8b depicts the influence of the initial 
concentration of A. e RwiabmubNi, 

. RdbbNi, 

40 60 80 100 im 140 160 I¶0 1100 Ku0 1400 15% 

‘% - CA.0 - 
ET llU+bh? 

Fig. 8a and 8b. Maximum concentration of R and D. a) CA.0 = 1000 moVm3 W PIQ = I50 bar 
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Deereasing the pressure from 150 to 50 bar has a strong effect if the process is operated without LaNis, especially 
on the maximum concentrations of R and D. With LaNis the selectivities remain almost unchanged, whereas the 
influence on the maximum concentrations is much smaller. Operating at pressure of 75 bar with L.aNij yields 
almost the same selectivity and byproduct formation as at 150 bar without IaNis. The effect is less pronounced for 
suppressing the byproduct formation when the initial concentration of A is increased. Still, with I_aNis present. it 
is possible to run the process at a somewhat higher initial concentration without effecting the selectivities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The simulations showed that the use of a metal hydride inside porous catalyst particles prevents hydrogen depletion 
in the centre of the catalyst particles. Consequently, the average hydrogen concentration is increased. With a reaction 
system consisting of two parallel reactions, which are both first order in reactant A and first and zeroth order, 
respectively, in hydrogen, this resulted in a higher overall selectivity. The higher hydrogen concentration appeared to 
be advantageous for the succinonitril hydrogenation as well. It was found that the byproduct formation in the eentre 
of the particle was suppressed, but with this system the overall selectivities remain almost unchanged if the process 
is operated under industrially optimal conditions. With a metal hydride inside the catalyst particles however, it 
turned out to be possible to operatethe process at 75 bar instead of 150 bar, while still the same selectivity could be 
achieved. Also a somewhat higher initial succinonitril concentration can be applied without a significant influence 
on the selectivities or byproduct formation. Under otherwise the same conditions, but in the absence of the metal 
hydride, a large increase in undesired product formation was found.as well as a reduction in selectivity. 
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NOTATION 

a specific gas liquid contaci area m2/m31iquid EC Vpores/vc m2p0dm3cat 

a, specific solid area (6cs/(dp( l-Es)) m2c,,/m31iquid Ehydr vhy drflc m2hydri&3cat 
F hydride capacity H atoms/La atom ES vcW,+W m2c&m3si~ 
mH2 CI-&,I/CE2,g at equilibrium T tortuosity I%ff=(E/r)XID 
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